should i use a singular or a plural verb with a collective - first what s a collective noun a collective noun refers to a whole group as a single entity but also to the members of that group a collective noun names a group of individuals or things with a singular form for example words like faculty herd and team are collective nouns they re singular words but they represent a group, funny dizionario inglese italiano wordreference - funny traduzione del vocabolo e dei suoi composti e discussioni del forum, redneck jokes 101 fun joke s - our redneck jokes are a great way to find out whether someone you know is a red neck did we miss a joke to do with rednecks that maybe you have submit it to us and we ll add it to our popular redneck related jokes category, bath dizionario inglese italiano wordreference - compound forms forme composte inglese italiano baby bath n noun refers to person place thing quality etc small bathtub for baby di bimbi vaschetta per il bagnetto nf babies must never be left alone in a baby bath, what is another word for fun wordhippo - need synonyms for fun here s over 400 fantastic words you can use instead, run meaning in the cambridge english dictionary - run definition 1 of people and some animals to move along faster than walking by taking quick steps in which each foot is lifted before the next foot touches the ground 2 if you run an animal in a race you cause it to take part 3 to go quickly or in a hurry learn more, what a noun cluster content rules inc - noun clusters can shut down your comprehension even if you understand each word here s how to bust noun clusters before they impact your readers, grammar bytes the modifier - the modifier recognize a modifier when you see one modifiers are words phrases or clauses that provide description in sentences modifiers allow writers to take the picture that they have in their heads and transfer it accurately to the heads of their readers, electrocute define electrocute at dictionary com - electrocute definition to kill by electricity see more v execute by electricity 1889 american english from electro back half of execute the method first was used aug 6 1890 in new york state on william kemmler convicted of the murder of his common law wife, german noun genders hacks to learn them faster - learning german you re going to notice one major difference between english and german grammar right away german noun genders all german nouns are one of three genders masculine feminine or neutral for someone who is just starting out with german this can be really confusing especially as the genders don t necessarily seem logical, what definition for english language learners from - definition of what written for english language learners from the merriam Webster learner s dictionary with audio pronunciations usage examples and count noncount noun labels, cheesy pickup lines so funny you re guaranteed to laugh - working it rd com the noun project aside from being sexy what do you do for a living these cheesy pickup lines may make eyes roll but they re also chuckle inducing, 14 road trip games adults will actually enjoy buzzfeed - before tablets and podcasts we used games to keep us entertained for your next road trip try some of these games to keep you going along the way, 26 english swear words that you thought were harmless - english swear words are recognized all around the world used in movies literature and tv shows it s one of the first english words most people learn before they properly learn english unlike german swear words or spanish curse words learning how to curse in english will help you be understood almost everywhere you go with over 1 5 billion english speakers around the globe you can bet, play definition of play by merriam webster - noun the play is based on a real life event he wrote directed and starred in the play his fifth grade class is putting on a play about the first thanksgiving i ve gone to all of my daughter s school plays the book discusses the role of play in a child s development as the saying goes all work and no play makes jack a dull boy please no talking during play, always write unique job descriptions and noun phrases - in praise of mentor texts admittedly my best ideas for writing lessons are adaptations i make based on great pieces of writing from authors i admire case in point this lesson if you have explored my mentor text resource page here at the website or my 7 elements of a differentiated writing lesson workshop materials then you know i categorize and explain to my students three distinct ways, a dictionary of slang f slang and colloquialisms of - a huge slang dictionary listing all those wierd and wonderfully strange english slang words and phrases, principle meaning in the cambridge english dictionary - principle definition 1 a basic idea or rule that explains or controls how something happens or works 2 if you agree with or believe something in principle you agree with the idea in general although you might not support it in reality or in every situation 3 a moral rule or standard of good learn more, better definition and meaning collins english dictionary - i like your interpretation better than the one i was taught i d like nothing better than to join you girls they liked it better when it rained he is much better now he s fine the doctors were saying there wasn t much hope of me getting better it s half past two i think we had better go home